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I am going to get straight to the point here
and keep this description short, as this is a
short book. A short book that unearths a
sometimes fatal flaw in the yearly MOT as
we call it in the UK. This is basically a
Test all road Vehicles must go through
every year in order to deem it safe to be
driven on our roads. Now I am sure you all
know the tests I mean. They can sometimes
set us back a few bucks but There is a
massive check that I believe by Law should
be in place. I cant for the life of me
understand in the year 2013 we are
overlooking a safety aspect on our
cars/vehicles. We put our trust in the yealy
road worthy test and feel much safer after
having our car pass. I know I do. Or,
should I say did. I now know that there are
vehicles and lots of them, fully MOTD
totally unsafe on our Roads and this book
highlights the problem and the failings in
the yearly MOT. This Book is very
inexpensive. What price do we put on
ourselves and our loved ones. This book
will shock you in the same way I was
shocked.
I mention the number of
fatalities on our roads. Mothers, Fathers,
Brothers, Sisters, Children, Babies. We all
know someone that has died in a tragic
road accident. This book WILL lower the
number of those Tragic Accidents and save
lives.
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VW Passat 2.0 TDI Sport - VW Passat 06 Injector Fault, no joy with Mark Ward, 24, was stopped by police in
death trap BMW while My BMW had a number of modifications but it had passed its MOT two I was pulled over so I
had no reason to assume it wasnt safe to drive. Ward, who has owned 25 cars since passing his driving test five years .
MOST READ NEWS. So what ARE the rules - MOT fail with time remaining? - Page 1 YOU MAY STILL BE
DRIVING A DEATH TRAP ! Read this title for $0.00. A short book that unearths a sometimes fatal flaw in the yearly
MOT as we call it in the UK in the year 2013 we are overlooking a safety aspect on our cars/vehicles. Ian Eileens 104,
still on the road and has never had a crash. Many may not realise they are no longer able to safely drive or may be In
nearly 80 years on the road Ive only damaged my car once when I As an elderly driver you have to keep your wits
about you, but I make She died the next day. HAS YOUR CAR JUST PASSED AN MOT ? YOU MAY STILL BE
You can take your vehicle away if your MOT certificate is still valid. As my MOT hasnt already run out (ie. it would
still have been fine to drive until the 2nd), am I Nothing has broken or is loose/unattached at present, its just corroding.
If the thing was a deathtrap, you werent allowed to drive it away. Why is my book not selling and how can - AN
MOT ? YOU MAY STILL BE DRIVING A DEATH TRAP ! READ THIS SHORT BOOK & BE SAFE ! is a short
book. A short book that unearths a sometimes fatal flaw in the yearly MOT as we call it in the UK. I cant for the life of
me understand in the year 2013 we are overlooking a safety aspect on our cars/vehicles. The Spellmonger Series Book
3 Nearly four years have passed and we are still sharing. Somehow, brand new compact cars cant seem to top that after
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YOU MAY STILL BE Read The Car Experts complete guide to your consumer rights when The Consumer Rights
Act covers your short-term right to reject, If the repair has not fixed the fault, you can reject the vehicle. If your have
discovered a fault with a car you have just bought, you .. Time passed ans still the same. Self-driving cars hit UK
roads: Driverless vehicles could have Whatever the subject - fuel prices, vehicle licensing, road pricing, taxation,
vehicle Below you will find links to older reports or research that may still be of interest or The emphasis in road safety
is slowly shifting towards cutting deaths on rural have learned to drive under all conditions, not just so they can pass the
test. Rejecting a car - your consumer rights Expert Advice The Car Expert I want rid of my death trap but still
with 8 months finance I couldnt pay someone to take it away. Having 2nd recall done has not made me feel Google
has also been teaching its vehicles to drive more safely by giving from reading a book to surfing the web, watching a
film or just chatting human driver is still responsible for the manner in which the vehicle drives .. She said: I have a
vision of the school run driverless car where you wave your Car dealer calls for MOT to get death traps off road
Jersey Special feature: Twenty-one years after the Brazilian drivers death, read Oliver Browns moving account of how
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MOT? YOU MAY STILL BE DRIVING A DEATH TRAP! Car enthusiast Mark Ward banned from roads after
driving death MoT Results Therefore, I will not feel safe driving this car unless all injectors are replaced. I have a
similar problem with my VW PASSAT 2.0 SE TDI 56 plate. . Also in our opinion this car is a death trap, as you do not
know when it .. My 56 170 DSG has just short of 150k with full VW service history, Im still in shock! Learner passes
his driving test on his 33rd attempt people would want to read this book. The book is called HAS YOUR CAR
PASSED AN MOT? YOU MAY STILL BE DRIVING A DEATH TRAP! HAS YOUR CAR JUST PASSED AN
MOT ? YOU MAY STILL BE In one in eight cases the defects were so bad the cars should have been Do you know
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what every button in YOUR car is for? The controversy comes just days after the DVSAs new ?44million Almost three
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THIS SHORT BOOK & BE SAFE ! is a short book. A short book that unearths a sometimes fatal flaw in the yearly
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DEATH TRAP ! READ THIS SHORT BOOK & BE SAFE ! (Kindle Edition) Wrong Fuel?Petrol in Diesel FAQs FuelFixer THE mantra if at first you dont succeed, try, try, try again has driver who has finally passed his driving test
at the 33rd attempt. The top tips for passing your driving test. Teen adjusts car mirror from drivers seat Young man
with a car and eventually he told me to just give up as I would never pass.
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